Woman’s Seder--5779

Text and artwork come from the following:
COVER: Julie Feldman and Ricki Henschel
BLESSINGS FOR LIFE’S JOURNEY (Rabbi Sheryl Lewart)
THE JOURNEY CONTINUES:
MA’YAN PASSOVER HAGGADAH (JCC Upper West Side)
THE WOMEN’S HAGGADAH (E.M. Broner with Naomi Nimrod)
DANCING WITH MIRIAM HAGGADAH: A JEWISH WOMAN’S CELEBRATION OF
PASSOVER (Elaine Moise and Rebecca Schwartz)
THE LEGACY OF MIRIAM: A FEMINIST SEDER (Women in Interfaith Dialogue, B’nai
B’rith Canada)
A PASSOVER HAGGADAH, CENTRAL CONFERENCE OF AMERICAN RABBIS
BACK TO THE BEGINNING: AN INTERACTIVE, INTERNATIONAL PASSOVER
EXPERIENCE FOR WOMEN. A TREASURY OF SEDER TRADITIONS. (Women’s
Department of The Associated: Jewish Community Federation of Baltimore)
WOMEN IN INTERFAITH DIALOGUE: THE LEGACY OF MIRIAM, A FEMINIST SEDER
(The Christian-Jewish Dialogue of Toronto)
THE WOMAN’S SEDER SOURCEBOOK: RITUALS AND READINGS FOR USE AT THE
PASSOVER SEDER (Edited by Rabbi Sharon Cohen Anisfeld, Tara Mohr, and Catherine
Spector)
JEWISH ORTHODOX FEMINIST ALLIANCE
Volume IV, Issue 4
HAGGADAH FOR THE HOBOKEN ROSH HODESH SEDER, 1997
THE SIDDUR FOR REFORM JEWISH PRAYER
THE VELVETEEN RABBI, Rabbi Rachel Barenblat
THE ESON FAMILY HAGGADAH v.2011.3
THE NIGHT OF QUESTIONS: A PASSOVER HAGGADAH (Rabbis Joy Levitt and Michael
Strassfeld)
JEWISH WOMEN INTERNATIONAL

Nisan 5779

“We step into this story because it is both our story and the story of all people who have
experienced oppression and liberation. When we recall the story of our oppression, we resolve
to fight oppression everywhere. When we recall the story of our liberation, we
renew our dream for freedom everywhere. Here we raise our voices as individuals
and members of this Seder community committed to marching together out of
Egypt”

SHECHECHEYANU
At this Seder we celebrate our empowerment as
women whose Judaism enriches our lives.
Our Journey begins.

THE ORDER

Freedom (Rabbi Sheryl Lewart)
May you come into the recesses
and deep places
of your heart
to soften and free yourself
from oppression.
May you find the courage
to face your inner Pharaoh
(the heaviness you carry around),
And know you will find your way to freedom.
May you soften and float out from under
the burdens that weigh you down.
May the narrow straits of Egypt (Mitzrayim)
become the birth canal of your new free self.
Awaken to your own power
to turn fear into love
aware that the Holy One
sustains and supports you.
AMEN

We bless one another
We wash each other’s hands.
We dip greens in salt water
And wash pain with tears.
We divide matzot
And hide our past.
We tell Haggadah
And each her own tale.
We bless matzot
And paths in the sand.
We eat maror
Of the bitter past.
We set the table
For the women’s supper.
We find the halved matza
That dropped from our lives.
We end with grace,
With blessing and song.
We greet the night
And the following dawn
In the bosom of friends,
The seder of our own.

The Mystery (By Emily Stern)
When I shall consider
Me and my sister
As belonging to the same self (2X),
Chorus:
Belonging to Being,
Belonging to Destiny
Belonging to Reality
Belonging to the Mystery.
Then my brother
Does not feel alienated
For I am in the other (2X)
Chorus

We now light the candles, standing with our past, present and future
Blessed is the flame
Kindled by a woman’s hand
As we dedicate, rededicate
Freedom’s fire in our soul

Names (music by Emily Stern, words by Marsha Weil Schiffman and Elaine
Tenenbaum)

The Jews were redeemed for Egypt
on account
Of the righteous women
Of that generation
Some are named
They are the women
Who live in legend
Some are unnamed
They live by the dew
Of their mitzvot, the dew of their mitzvot.
Some are named
They are the women
In your family
Some are unnamed
They are the women yet to be born, the
women yet to be born.

But we can name ourselves
We can name ourselves
We can name ourselves.
Tonight, we pay tribute to the women
Who came before us
And have been forgotten
Like Noah’s wife
And Lot’s daughters
And Samson’s mother
And Job’s wife
We remember all the Goldas
And the Rivkas
And the Rosas
But we can name ourselves
We can name ourselves
We can name ourselves.

*************************************************************************

MIRIAM’S CUP
So the Rabbis asked: Why is the Song of Miriam only partially stated in the Torah? And in
midrash is found the answer: the song is incomplete so that future generations will ﬁnish it.
That is our task. So we will each pass around Miriam’s cup, and pour a bit of water into hers.
This is to show that we must act together to bring about the freedoms we are searching for, to
bring about peace, and to help each other on our own journeys.

As we each pour a bit of water into Miriam’s Cup, let’s ask the
person next to us the name of a women on whose shoulders she
stands and to explain, in one breath, why—let their names and
lessons be voiced

THE FIRST CUP OF WINE

With our cups of wine, we show our understanding that the redemption from Egypt is a
constant historical process, and we honor the righteous women of every generation who have
helped make freedom a reality.
All: For the sake of the unnamed, we were delivered from Egypt. And, we were all there, as, was Serach
Bat Asher.
We lift the cup of wine and say:
This is the Cup of the Named and Unnamed Jewish Women of the Past, The Cup of Living Waters,
Strength, Strength, and may we be strengthened
From A Haggadah: A Telling from a Women's Perspective, Jewish Federation of Portland, 1999.

B’rucha At Ya, Eloheinu Ruach ha-olam borei p'ri ha-gafen.
You are Blessed, O God, Spirit of the World, who creates the fruit of the vine.

Serach at the Seder
A Passover Hagadah Supplement about
SERACH BAT ASHER
By Maggid Yitzhak Buxbaum

This Night is Different (by Emily Stern)
This night is different
This night is different
This night is different now.

Her hair is different
Her thoughts are different
Her smile’s different now.

This night is different
Each moment’s different
This moment is right now.

This moment’s different
Each moment’s different
This moment is right now.

More Questions (by Sam Blau)
What did the water look like as it moved that day?
As it receded, rose up and stood as a wall, face to face, and looming above.
Did it ripple or sway?
Did it swirl or flow?
What did the air taste of as you walked through the water?
As the damp surrounded you and cut off your sight of each bank.
Did the salt linger on your tongue?
Did it burn in your eyes?
What did the sand at the bottom of the sea feel like?
Stones and shells and grains that had never before felt human flesh.
Was it sharp, did it cut?
Was it smooth from ages spent tumbling along an untrodden sea floor?
What did each step feel like as you moved up the bank?
As the gritty wet substance sucked at your heels and sank beneath your splay.
Did the grains chafe between toes?
Did your blood dot the shore line? A reminder of the bitterness of toil left behind and still to come?

Now We Begin To Answer the Questions and Tell Our Story
Responsively:
Passover is the celebration of the end of oppression and the glory of freedom.
It tells a story which begins in darkness and ends in light.
It speaks a universal language of the need of the oppressed to be liberated and the oppressors
to be redeemed.
It is a story of wonder and mystery and divine guidance.
It is the story of Serach, and Miriam: the first prophet in Torah and the wonder of her leading
the women across the Sea of Reeds like a priestess-musician.
We seek deliverance from injustice, from enslavement of the mind and of the body and of the
spirit…

…from the terrible pain of seeing our daughters and sons suffering the isolation, the confusion
and the destructiveness engendered by the oppression of women, and indeed of any peoples.
This Seder is a re-enactment of the ancient flight from slavery in Egypt when Hebrew sons
were condemned to death at birth by Pharaoh. This flight gives voice to all people threatened
at birth because of their gender, doomed by gender to the oppression of hard labor.
This Seder teaches us the mitzvah, the commandment of “carrying our daughters tenderly”
back into our communities so that we can move on in this journey through the wilderness as a
whole people.
So we are present at a retelling of an ancient story. But we are also present at the most
contemporary of stories, for each year this tale of wonder bears fresh witness, and its words
are charged with fresh meaning. It is a story of liberation from darkness into light, a long
voyage from oppression to freedom.
Gwen McGrenere, “Has the Lord indeed spoken only through Moses?”

Let us consider the symbols on our Seder table

WINE/GRAPE JUICE
We drank one cup to remember we were all there—as we drink wine or grape
juice, we remember that this drink is included in all our celebrations, and it takes
our partnership with the creator and the earth to create. We use it to heighten
enjoyment, to remember to give thanks, and in this Seder, to remember the we
and all the women on whose shoulders we stand, whether we know them or not,
matter. So let us raise this cup...

B’rucha At Ya, Eloheinu Ruach ha-olam borei p'ri ha-gafen.
You are Blessed, O God, Spirit of the World, who creates the fruit of the vine.

MATZAH: we break the middle matzah—and we
bring to mind that place or those places that to you feel
are broken and that you may want to hide—the cracks
in the matzah and the afikoman, which is found and
shared at the end of the meal. It reminds us what we
hide and must recover to journey on. Let us bless our cracked surfaces and sharp
edges, unafraid to see our brittleness and brave enough to see our individual
beauty. Reaching for wholeness, let us piece together the parts of ourselves we
have found, and honor all that is still hidden and broken.
And as we consider the matzah and our table, let us bring to mind that poverty
and suffering surrounds us...
Kol dichfin yetei v’yeichul (all who are hungry come and eat).

Let us pray for healing for the broken, for the suffering, for those ourselves, for
those we know, for those we don’t know...and let us say a special misheberach
on behalf of families experiencing abuse.

May the One who blessed our ancestors Sarah, Rebecca, Leah and Rachel, and
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, provide protection, compassion, care and healing for all
those who have known violence and abuse within their families.
May those who have been harmed find pathways to
understanding and wholeness and those who have caused harm
find their way to repentance and peace. May our community be
a source of support for those who have suffered in silence or
shame. May those whose homes have become places of danger find their way to
a sukkat shalom, a shelter of safety and let us say Amen.

SALT: We Remember Idit (Sandy Sasso edited)
You see salt on our table--Lot’s wife, who is unnamed in Torah,
turned back to see the town of Sodom as it was being destroyed,
witnessing the outpouring G-d’s anger. She was given the name Idit,
meaning witness, by the Rabbis. We bring her wisdom to this part
of the Seder ritual by placing a container of salt next to Elijah’s and Miriam’s Cups. We lift the
container of salt and say:
We remember Idit—once known only as Lot’s wife—
who wept at the destruction of her enemies.
This is the salt of her tears

KARPAS
The fresh green vegetables remind us that each spring we celebrate the earth’s ability to create
life (OF). The green leafy stem is also a reminder that if we poison the land around us, and
inhibit its ability to produce green, healthy food, we will be enslaved by our own
shortsightedness. When we pollute the world we live in, we condemn ourselves to illness and
deprive the next generations of the Earth’s beauty.

B’rucha At Ya, Eloheinu Ruach ha-olam borei p'ri ha-adama.
Dip a vegetable into salt water. After the blessing, eat the karpas.

OLIVE
You see an olive on our Seder plate. After the Flood, Noah’s dove
brought back an olive branch as a sign that the earth was again habitable.

Today, ancient olive groves are destroyed by violence, making a powerful symbol of peace into
a casualty of war.
We keep an olive on our Seder plate as an embodied prayer for peace, in the Middle East and
every place where war destroys lives, hopes and the freedoms we celebrate at this Seder.

ORANGE
Divine Presence, bless us with creativity and invention that we may
continue to honor you with new songs, stories and blessings. As this
orange contains the seeds of its own rebirth, may it represent a
rebirth of the Jewish people as the voices of its women and all those
who feel marginalized are heard.
We hope for a time when Jerusalem will be a beacon of brotherhood and sisterhood. We dream
of a world in which Jews and all other people are free to be themselves. We dream of a world at
peace.
Susannah Heschel started this tradition, as a sign of solidarity with lesbians and gay men. The orange, she felt,
suggested the fruitfulness the community enjoys when gays and lesbians are accepted into it. Over the years, as
Heschel's custom spread throughout the Jewish community, a myth developed around it. The story went that she
had added the orange to the Seder plate after a man shouted at her that a woman belongs on the bimah (pulpit) as
much as an orange on a Seder plate. As symbols often do, this one has become larger than its originator. To many
people the orange now stands for the inclusion of all who have been marginalized. Gays and lesbians, yes, but also
all Jewish women, whose stories and voices were written out of the haggadah. And now, like the orange on the
Seder plate, this woman’s Seder reclaims those stories and voices and place them where they should be, at the
center of the festival of freedom.

EGG:
We are all used to an egg on our
Passover table. It represents the new life
of springtime, it represents the whole of
life, with potential inside, it allows us to
color the outside and when cooked it
can gather the essence of spices and
flavorings in the water. Rich and
delicious and considered a perfect food.

MAROR
MAROR (the Bitter Herbs) As we
remember our story, we think of the
enslavement of peoples around the

Passover Prayer for a Daughter
May my daughter always see a perfect orange
on her family’s seder plate
and feel the pride of her womanhood overflow
like water from Miriam’s Cup.
May my daughter always recline in comfort knowing
that she is equal to all those who gather
in the presence of Shekhinah
to recall our Exodus from mitzrayim.
May my daughter never feel
as if her people abandoned her in the wilderness
when the history of B’nai Yisrael
was written down by our forefathers.
May my daughter’s search for meaning
be as full as the pearl moon
cyclical in wonder and endless in being
providing her with a life of endless journey.
Lisa Lidor

world, the killings, the oppression of the LGBTQ community, women, and many others within
our own borders and around the world. We need to acknowledge the ways that this suffering
has at times distorted our consciousness and made it hard to fully grasp the pain others feel.
Our ancestors gave us the bitter herb as a symbol of Mitzrayim/Egypt: enslavement,
constriction, bitterness. At this Seder we eat maror not only to remember but to taste
bitterness of wherever any human body is assaulted, wounded, and deprived of dignity.
May the Source of Life protect and sustain all who are tortured or imprisoned without recourse,
all who are fleeing oppression or who suffer on account of their gender, tribe, faith, or color or
the way they express their truth. May their misery end speedily, and may they be redeemed.

B’rucha At Ya, Eloheinu Ruach haolam, A-sher ki-d’-sha-nu b’-mitz-votav, v’-tzi-va-nu Al a-chilat ma-ror.

Praised are you, Adonai our God, Ruler of the
universe, who makes us holy through Your
commandments, and commands us to eat Maror.

[Eat some maror with matzah]

Korech--Sandwich
The bread of affliction, the herbs of bitterness and the sweet paste –moving forward,
calling out, coming out, singing and dancing at freedom, working to make it real.

The Matzah Sandwich (OF): Representing the uniting of the various elements
of the Seder plate, Korech alludes to the uniting of women’s strengths in gathering,
such as women’s prayer and women’s Rosh Chodesh groups. It may also represent
women uniting with men in their communities to work in partnership to address
inequities and injustice that affects us all.

OD YAVO SHALOM ALEINU
Od yavo' shalom aleinu (2)
Od yavo' shalom aleinu
Ve al kulam (x2)
Salaam (Salaam)
Aleinu ve al kol ha olam,

PEACE WILL COME TO US (SALAAM)
Salaam, Shalom
Peace will come upon us
Peace will come upon us
Peace will come upon us
On us and on everyone
and on everyone.

Salaam ('peace' in Arabic)

The 10 Plagues: Instead of reciting the 10 plagues, let us create small circles to talk about
personal journeys during the past year, coming through our own mitzrayims.

And we know, that it was Miriam who not only brought a timbrel, she used it to
get the women to dance and sing – it was a call to joy and movement within the
community for the entire community.

Miriam’s SonG: Dance! (Exodus 15;20-15:21) by Wendy Matt 2018
CHORUS
Beat your drums and Dance!
Beat your drums and Dance!
Beat your drums and Dance!
Beat your drums and Dance!

Dance! For Serach! Yeah!
Dance! For Moses! Yeah!
Dance! The sea has parted!
Dance! We’re free at last!
CHORUS
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! Under desert stars!
Dance! Begin our journey!
Dance! Begin new life!
CHORUS
Dance! We’re out of Egypt!
Dance! The Pharoah’s gone!
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! My sisters dance!

CHORUS
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! We’re free at last!
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! We’re free at last!
CHORUS
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! We’re free at last!
Dance! My sisters dance!
Dance! We’re free at last!
CHORUS
CHORUS (fading)

DAYENU

If Eve had been created in the image of God
And not as helper to Adam, it would have sufficed.
Dayenu.
If she had been created as Adam’s equal
and not as temptress, Dayenu.
If she were the first woman to eat from the Tree of
Knowledge, who brought learning to us, Dayenu.
If Sarah were recognized as a priestess,
royal in her own lineage. Dayenu.
If Lot’s wife had been pitied when she turned her head
as the city swallowed her children, and not mocked
with the falling, with the freezing of her tears, Dayenu.
If our foremothers had not been considered
as hardened roots or fruit-bearing wombs,
but as women in themselves, Dayenu.
If Miriam were given her prophet’s chair
or the priesthood, Dayenu.
If the Just Women in Egypt who caused our
redemption had been given sufficient recognition,
Dayenu.
If women bonding, like Naomi and Ruth, were the
tradition and not the exception, Dayenu.
If women had been in the Tribal Council
and decided on the laws that dealt with women,
Dayenu.
If women had been the writers of the Tanach,
interpreters of our past, Dayenu.
If women had written the Haggadah
and brought our mothers forth, Dayenu.
If every generation of women
together with every generation of men
would continue to go our of Egypt, Dayenu. Dayenu.

In our own day, as women in this society and as
Jewish women, we have much for which to be
grateful. We can choose our path in life with greater
freedom than any previous generation of women on
earth. But it is only a beginning. We will truly be able
to say dayenu when we have achieved justice,
equality, and full recognition.
When all of our foremothers are given due
recognition
When Jewish women are treated justly in Jewish
law, without any agunot (women bound to men who
refuse to grant a divorce) and with full access to the
Wall
When the feminine as well as the masculine aspects
of God are acknowledged and celebrated
When we live in a world free of sexual harassment,
sexism and battering of women
When we live in a world where women everywhere
have complete freedom to choose whether and when
to bear children
When we live in a world where women are valued
most for their intellect and character
When we live in a world where sexual preferences,
racial, religious and ethnic differences are accepted
without prejudice—
When every generation of women together with
every generation of men go out of Egypt in freedom
and equality--DAYENU

B'Chol Dor Vador: In Every Generation
Traditional Seders put this requirement on the men—and we now take it for ourselves...
B'chol dor vador chayavet ishah lir'ot et atzma k'ilu hee yatz'ah mimitzrayim.
In every generation, it is the duty of a woman to consider herself as if she herself had come forth from
Egypt."
------------------------Adapted from Lichvod Pesach: A Women's Community Seder Haggadah by Sylvia Schatz, Avi Z. Rosenzweig, Sherry
Hahn, Rabbi Debra R. Hachen, Gloria Z. Greenfield, Temple Emunah, Lexington, MA, April 9, 2000.

THE MEAL IS
SERVED

GRACE (from the Women’s Seder from the Hoboken Rosh Chodesh Group)

A full grace... a graceful toast... to us
to where we each come from
to where we’re going and how we’re changing
to being where we are and who we are
to what we can share
to what we can’t share -- yet
to our joys and to our struggles
which in full times we know are connected
which in harder times isolate us
to process
to the times when we lose sight of process
to pain
to growth
to painless growth
to painful growth
to our efforts
to our faith
to our determination
to our fears, tears, laughter, hugs and kisses
to wisdom, to study, alone and in groups
to our books and tools, to toys, to materials, raw and fine,
to work, to meetings, to sleep
to our eyes -- which fortunately also read Haggadot
and see mountains and faces, flowers and bodies
and occasionally sunshine
to our ears, hands, noses, mouths, toes, breasts
to caresses, to touch, to our senses
to our knees
to the times we fall down and the times we pick
ourselves up
and the times friends help us up
to the shoulders we cry on
to the arms that hold us
to the solitudinous strength in each of us
to our work
to our play
to our loving
to our growth
to LIFE... l’chaim

Women who have passed this year

There is So Much Magnificence
There is so much magnificence
Near the ocean
Waves and coming in, waves are coming in

The Seder is Complete—Let’s Share
The Seder is complete, the ritual fulfilled.
Our daughters’ questions awakened our hearts;
our sisters’ music invited us to dance;
our mothers’ stories welcomed us home.
Nourished by words ancient and new,
we tasted a future of justice and care.
Now, a new history begins:
in the cities of Judah and wherever our people gather,
the voices of daughters join the voices of sons
in songs of freedom and celebration.
Sue Levi Elwell

This year, let’s sing: “Next Year in Jerusalem, Next Year in a just world” as we envision the
Jerusalem of our dreams, a vision of a just world...

next year in a just world.
L’shanah ha-ba’ah b’Yerushalayim
L’shanah ha-ba’ah b’olam tzedek

